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The Way I Used to Be
A New York Times bestseller! "Has everything you'd
want in a retelling of a classic fairy tale." - Jodi Picoult,
New York Times bestselling author of A Spark of Light
and Small Great Things "Absolutely spellbinding." Stephanie Garber, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Caraval and Legendary In a lush,
contemporary fantasy retelling of Beauty and the
Beast, Brigid Kemmerer gives readers another
compulsively readable romance perfect for fans of
Marissa Meyer. Fall in love, break the curse. It once
seemed so easy to Prince Rhen, the heir to Emberfall.
Cursed by a powerful enchantress to repeat the
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autumn of his eighteenth year over and over, he knew
he could be saved if a girl fell for him. But that was
before he learned that at the end of each autumn, he
would turn into a vicious beast hell-bent on
destruction. That was before he destroyed his castle,
his family, and every last shred of hope. Nothing has
ever been easy for Harper. With her father long gone,
her mother dying, and her brother barely holding their
family together while constantly underestimating her
because of her cerebral palsy, she learned to be
tough enough to survive. But when she tries to save
someone else on the streets of Washington, DC, she's
instead somehow sucked into Rhen's cursed world.
Break the curse, save the kingdom. A prince? A
monster? A curse? Harper doesn't know where she is
or what to believe. But as she spends time with Rhen
in this enchanted land, she begins to understand
what's at stake. And as Rhen realizes Harper is not
just another girl to charm, his hope comes flooding
back. But powerful forces are standing against
Emberfall . . . and it will take more than a broken
curse to save Harper, Rhen, and his people from utter
ruin.

A Vow So Bold and Deadly
Follows alchemists Imelda, Adrian, and Pippa as they
reach for their dreams of glory riding phoenix horses
at The Races, the modern spectacle that has replaced
warfare within their empire.

The Way of the Brave (Global Search and
Rescue Book #1)
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When Thomas Bellweather is framed for his mother's
murder, the only person who believes him is Charlotte
Rooker, whose friend was murdered similarly twenty
years ago, and both investigate to find answers that
may get them killed.

Call It What You Want
Danica and her powers have earned her an invitation
to join the program at Delcroix. The school says she
will be using her powers for good, but there's a voice
inside her that thinks otherwise.

Storm and Fury
In the near future, much of the globe wages war
against the virtaiyu: a high-tech alien race ? and
humanity?s greatest threat. Drafted alongside all
other seventeen-year-old males, Kaiba Cassidy
prepares for the battlefront and struggles with leaving
behind everything he has ever known.
Simultaneously, Nassira Arujo works desperately in
the Brazilian rainforest to keep her family?s refugee
camp safe, and Emily Sursten tries to convince herself
that the bliss of Australia can last. Kaiba, Nassira and
Emily have no idea that their fates are intertwined
until each discovers an Elemental Sphere: a
mysterious orb that fuses to their bodies and bestows
the capability to control an element of nature. But the
trio finds that their new powers come with
unexpected consequences, and if they are to keep
themselves and their loved ones safe, they will have
to fight to prevent the elements from falling into the
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wrong hands while maintaining their humanity in the
process?

Perception
Earth, Fire, Air, Water – they are more than you
dream. As an air Elemental, 17-year-old Emily Morgan
doesn't have much power. That's okay--she knows
what happens to kids who do. Like Michael Merrick.
He's an earth Elemental, one with enough power to
level cities. Which makes him sexy, dangerous, and
completely off limits. At least according to Emily's
family. But her summer job puts her in close contact
with Michael, and neither of them can help the
attraction they feel. When forces of nature like theirs
collide, one misstep could get someone killed.
Because Emily's family doesn't just want her to stay
away from him. They want him dead. Praise for Brigid
Kemmerer and The Elemental Series "Magic,
suspense, and enough twists to keep you reading
until sunrise. An incredible start to the series!"
--Award winning author Erica O'Rourke "Overflowing
with action, snappy dialog, and hot guys--The
Elemental Series will take your breath away." --Kim
Harrington, author of Clarity "Plenty of romance and
non-stop action. . ..Elemental is the new series to
watch." --Inara Scott, author of The Marked 12,000
Words

Fearless
Sure, love is hell. But it,s totally worth it. In these
supernatural stories by five of today's hottest
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writers—Melissa Marr (Wicked Lovely), Scott
Westerfeld (Specials), Justine Larbalestier (Magic or
Madness), Gabrielle Zevin (Elsewhere), and Laurie
Faria Stolarz (Blue is for Nightmares)—love may be
twisted and turned around, but it's more potent than
ever on its quest to conquer all. From two students
who let the power of attraction guide them to break
the hard-and-fast rules of their world to the girl who
falls hard for a good-looking ghost with a score to
settle, the clever, quirky characters in this exciting
collection will break your heart, then leave you
believing in love more than ever.

Spirit: Elementals 3
Our fae courts are at war, yet we're still fated. My
fated mate is the Seelie Fae king. He's powerful,
dangerous, and sexy as hell. Except, I don't want a
fated mate. Especially since he thinks I'm a lying
snake. Turns out I'm Unseelie, and our courts are at
war. When my new Unseelie magic goes haywire and I
nearly destroy my city, I can't fix it alone. The only
person with strong enough magic is the king. Which
means I have to beg my mate for help. I'd rather
chew off my own leg, but that won't save Magic's
Bend. As we work to save my city from falling into the
center of the earth, the danger is greater than we'd
realized. To find answers, we must risk a visit to the
homeland that rejected me-the Unseelie Court. There,
I must master my magic, or all is lost. In a place
fraught with death and danger, we have only each
other. And I don't know if that will be enough. Heir of
the Fae is the thriling continuation of the hit new
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release Trial by Fae.

More Than We Can Tell
Secrets are hard to keep when your life's at stake.
Becca Chandler is suddenly getting all the guys; all
the ones she doesn't want. When she saves Chris
Merrick from a beating in the school parking lot,
everything is about to change. Chris is different from
the guys at school really different. He can control
water just like his brothers can control fire, wind, and
earth. The brothers are powerful and dangerous. And
now that Becca knows the truth, so is she. When the
mysterious new kid, Hunter, turns up, Becca thinks
she can trust him. But when he goes head-to-head
with Chris, Becca's left wondering who's hiding the
most dangerous truth of all.

Spark: Elementals 2
Reiko Mori's family has clashed with the Markows in a
clandestine search for the famed Lover's Kiss Ruby for
centuries. After pulling off a successful museum heist,
Reiko's going to be the one who finds the jewel. Even
better? She's arranged a study date with her crush.
Things are looking good until he turns out to be her
mortal enemy.

Born of Fire
Being a force of nature doesn't keep you safe. Hunter
Garrity is used to watching his back. The kids at
school sense something different about him. And
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they're right. Hunter has powers that have nothing to
do with how hard he can throw a punch. Maybe that's
what Clare Kasten is picking up. She's shy, quiet, and
intense, but she's sought him out. There's no telling
what she wants from him. But Hunter knows enough
to sense a secret when it's close. And getting close to
Clare is a danger he's ready to face. . . "Plenty of
romance and non-stop action. . ..Elemental is the new
series to watch." --Inara Scott, author of The Marked
Praise for Brigid Kemmerer and The Elemental Series
"Magic, suspense, and enough twists to keep you
reading until sunrise. An incredible start to the
series!" --Award winning author Erica O'Rourke
"Overflowing with action, snappy dialog, and hot
guys--The Elemental Series will take your breath
away." --Kim Harrington, author of Clarity Brigid
Kemmerer finds time to write between her family and
her day job, but sometimes she ends up mothering
her coworkers and managing her family. 11,000
Words

Sacrifice
With loving adoptive parents by his side, Rev Fletcher
has managed to keep the demons of his past at bay. .
. until he gets a letter from his abusive father and the
trauma of his childhood comes hurtling back. Emma
Blue's parents are constantly fighting, and her only
escape is the computer game she built from scratch.
But when a cruel online troll's harassment escalates,
she not only loses confidence but starts to fear for her
safety. When Rev and Emma meet, they're both
longing to lift the burden of their secrets. They
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connect instantly and deeply, promising to help each
other no matter what. But soon Rev and Emma's
secrets threaten to crush them, and they'll need more
than a promise to find their way out. From the author
of Letters to the Lost comes a new compulsively
readable story for fans of Nicola Yoon.

All That Glows
"Jennifer L. Armentrout is a master of weaving rich
contemporary realism with magic and mayhem. Her
characters will grab hold of your heart and refuse to
let go. Every page left me wanting more."—New York
Times bestselling author Brigid Kemmerer Meet
Trinity Marrow, a girl with an explosive secret whose
hiding place has just been discovered Eighteen-yearold Trinity may be going blind, but she can see and
communicate with ghosts and spirits. Her gift is the
reason she’s been in hiding for years in a compound
guarded by Wardens—shape-shifters who protect
humankind from demons. If the demons discover the
truth about Trinity, they’ll devour her to enhance their
powers. When Wardens from another clan arrive with
reports that something is killing both demons and
Wardens, Trinity’s world implodes. Not the least
because one of the outsiders is the most annoying
and fascinating person she’s ever met. Zayne has
secrets of his own—but working together becomes
imperative once demons breach the compound and
Trinity’s secret comes to light. To save her family and
maybe the world, she’ll have to trust Zayne. But all
bets are off as a supernatural war is unleashed Books
in The Harbinger Series: Storm and Fury Rage and
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Ruin

Spirit
Four brothers, four powerful elements, and one girl
caught in the middle. When Becca Chandler saves
Chris Merrick from being beaten up in the school
parking lot, she has no idea how dramatically this one
action will change her life. Because Chris Merrick is no
ordinary guy and neither are his three older brothers.
The Merrick boys are Elementals. Hot. Powerful.
Dangerous. Marked for death. And now that she
knows the truth, so is Becca. With her life at stake,
she doesn't know who to trust or whose secrets she
should keep. Hunter, the mysterious new kid with a
talent for being in the wrong place at the right time,
might be the one boy Becca can put her faith in. But
with two boys vying for her affections, and pressure
rising all around her, will she find out in time who's
hiding the most dangerous truth of all? Earth, Fire,
Air, Water - the storm is coming

Biting Bad
Former pararescue jumper Orion Starr is haunted by
the memory of a rescue gone wrong. He may be living
alone in Alaska now, but the pain of his failure--and
his injuries--has followed him there from Afghanistan.
He has no desire to join Hamilton Jones's elite rescue
team, but he also can't shirk his duty when the call
comes in to rescue three lost climbers on Denali.
Former CIA profiler and psychiatrist Jenny Calhoun's
yearly extreme challenge with her best friends is her
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only escape from the guilt that has sunk its claws into
her. As a consultant during a top-secret mission to
root out the Taliban, she green-lighted an operation
that ended in ambush and lives lost. When her
cathartic climb on Denali turns deadly, she'll be
forced to trust her life and the lives of her friends to
the most dangerous of heroes--the man she nearly
killed. Her skills and his experience are exactly what's
needed to prevent another tragedy--but in order to
truly set Orion free from his painful past, Jenny will
have to reveal hers. They'll have to put their wounds
behind them to survive, but at what cost? Leap into
action with this high-octane, breakneck new series
from bestselling author Susan May Warren.

The Marked
In the sequel to New York Times bestselling A Curse
So Dark and Lonely, Brigid Kemmerer returns to the
world of Emberfall in a lush fantasy where friends
become foes and love blooms in the darkest of places.
Find the heir, win the crown. The curse is finally
broken, but Prince Rhen of Emberfall faces darker
troubles still. Rumors circulate that he is not the true
heir and that forbidden magic has been unleashed in
Emberfall. Although Rhen has Harper by his side, his
guardsman Grey is missing, leaving more questions
than answers. Win the crown, save the kingdom. Grey
may be the heir, but he doesn't want anyone to know
his secret. On the run since he destroyed Lilith, he
has no desire to challenge Rhen--until Karis Luran
once again threatens to take Emberfall by force. Her
own daughter Lia Mara sees the flaws in her mother's
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violent plan, but can she convince Grey to stand
against Rhen, even for the good of Emberfall? The
heart-pounding, compulsively readable saga
continues as loyalties are tested and new love blooms
in a kingdom on the brink of war.

Elemental
"Kemmerer will melt your heart and blow your mind."
--#1 New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L.
Armentrout One misstep and they lose it all. For the
last time. Michael Merrick is used to pressure. He's
the only parent his three brothers have had for years.
His power to control Earth could kill someone if he
miscalculates. Now an Elemental Guide has it out for
his family, and he's all that stands in the way. His
girlfriend, Hannah, gets that. She's got a kid of her
own, and a job as a firefighter that could end her life
without a moment's notice. But there are people who
have had enough of Michael's defiance, his family's
"bad luck." Before he knows it, Michael's enemies
have turned into the Merricks' enemies, and they're
armed for war. They're not interested in surrender.
But Michael isn't the white flag type anyway. There
will be blood on the ground tonight. . . Praise for
Brigid Kemmerer and The Elemental Series "Magic,
suspense, and enough twists to keep you reading
until sunrise.!" --Award winning author Erica O'Rourke
"A refreshingly human paranormal romance. . . Read
fast and keep that heart rate up." --Kirkus Reviews on
Storm

The Kissing Booth
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SOON TO BE A MOVIE ON NETFLIX STARRING MOLLY
RINGWALD AND JOEY KING! A cool, sexy romance
novel written by seventeen-year-old British sensation
Beth Reekles. Meet Rochelle “Elle” Evans: pretty,
popular—and never been kissed. Meet Noah Flynn:
badass, volatile—and a total player. When Elle
decides to run a kissing booth at her school's Spring
Carnival, she locks lips with Noah and her life is
turned upside down. Her head says to keep away, but
her heart wants to draw closer. This romance seems
far from a fairy tale. Is Elle headed for heartbreak or
will she get her happily ever after?

Clarity
Nick Merrick is stretched to the breaking point. Keep
his grades sky-high or he'll never escape his
hometown. Keep his brother's business going or the
Merricks will be out on the street. Keep the secret of
where he's going in the evenings from his own
twin---or he'll lose his family. Keep his mind off the
hot, self-assured dancer who's supposed to be his
"girlfriend's" partner. Of course there's also the
homicidal freak Quinn has taken to hanging around,
and the Elemental Guide counting the hours until he
can try again to kill the Merrick brothers. There's a
storm coming. From all sides. And then some. Nick
Merrick, can you keep it together?

Hinder
When you can see things others can't, where do you
look for the truth? This paranormal murder mystery
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will have teens reading on the edge of their seats!
Clarity "Clare" Fern sees things. Things no one else
can see. Things like stolen kisses and long-buried
secrets. All she has to do is touch a certain object,
and the visions come to her. It's a gift. And a curse.
When a teenage girl is found murdered, Clare's exboyfriend wants her to help solve the case but Clare
doesn't want to get involved. Then Clare's brother
becomes the prime suspect, and Clare can no longer
look away. Teaming up with Gabriel, the smouldering
son of the new detective, Clare must venture into the
depths of fear, revenge, and lust in order to find the
killer.

Storm
The second in the gripping crime trilogy with a hint of
supernatural from Kathleen Peacock has the same
great mix of page-turning action scenes and heady
romance. Kyle is still on the run, despite Mac's best
efforts to track him down and bring him home. But
when they finally find themselves back together, it's
not in the best of circumstances. Trapped in a
werewolf prison camp where inmates keep
disappearing and not returning, Mac knows that
something sinister is happening, but can they find out
the truth? And with Jason still sure of his own feelings
for Mac, will she start to doubt her own for Kyle?

Secret
New York Times bestselling author Brigid Kemmerer
pens a new emotionally compelling story about two
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teens struggling in the space between right and
wrong. When his dad is caught embezzling funds from
half the town, Rob goes from popular lacrosse player
to social pariah. Even worse, his father's failed suicide
attempt leaves Rob and his mother responsible for his
care. Everyone thinks of Maegan as a typical
overachiever, but she has a secret of her own after
the pressure got to her last year. And when her sister
comes home from college pregnant, keeping it from
her parents might be more than she can handle.
When Rob and Maegan are paired together for a
calculus project, they're both reluctant to let anyone
through the walls they've built. But when Maegan
learns of Rob's plan to fix the damage caused by his
father, it could ruin more than their fragile new
friendship . . . In her compulsively readable
storytelling, Brigid Kemmerer pens another
captivating, heartfelt novel that asks the question: Is
it okay to do something wrong for the right reasons?

Half-Blood (a Covenant Novel)
Gabriel Merrick plays with fire. Literally. Sometimes
he can even control it. And sometimes he can't.
Gabriel has always had his brothers to rely on,
especially his twin, Nick. But when an arsonist starts
wreaking havoc on their town, all the signs point to
Gabriel. Only he's not doing it. And no one seems to
believe him. Except a shy sophomore named Layne, a
brainiac who dresses in turtlenecks and jeans and
keeps him totally off balance. Because Layne has a
few secrets of her own
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Heir of the Fae
For fans of Maggie Stiefvater and Lesley Livingston
comes a clever twist on the mortal/immortal love
story by hot debut author Ryan Graudin. Intense and
electric, this is the ultimate tale of forbidden love.
Emrys, a spirited and charismatic Faery Guard of the
British monarchy, is sent to London to guard Richard,
the bad-boy prince of England, from assassins and
paparazzi. Despite her status as a guard of the royals,
Emrys struggles with her feelings as she tries to not
fall in love with the charming prince. But when an
ancient Fae murders the king, Richard’s father, and
starts attacking the other royals, Emrys must risk
everything to hunt through London’s magical dark
side in order to protect her charge—and the boy she
loves.

After Obsession
A big, exciting new novel from New York Times
bestseller Carrie Jones! Move over Pixies, this time
Carrie Jones is excorsising GHOSTS! A brand new
paranormal romance about ghosts, love and family
secrets-certain to be a smash hit!

Hemlock
For paranormal romance fans! Everybody knows
about Clarity "Clare" Fern. She's the psychic girl in
school, the one see hidden visions from the past.
Only, Clare would rather not be a celebrity. Her gift is
not a game to her. But then someone starts playing
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with her head and heart. Messages and gifts from a
secret admirer crop up everywhere Clare turns. Could
they be from Gabriel, the gorgeous boy who gets
Clare's pulse racing? Or from Justin, Clare's hopeful exboyfriend who'd do anything to win her back? One
thing is certain. Clare needs to solve this mystery,
and soon. Because the messages are becoming
sinister, and a girl in town has suddenly disappeared.
Clare needs to see her way to the truth - before it's
much too late.

Kissed Off
Juliet Young always writes letters to her mother, a
world-traveling photojournalist. Even after her
mother's death, she leaves letters at her grave. It's
the only way Juliet can cope. Declan Murphy isn't the
sort of guy you want to cross. In the midst of his courtordered community service at the local cemetery,
he's trying to escape the demons of his past. When
Declan reads a haunting letter left beside a grave, he
can't resist writing back. Soon, he's opening up to a
perfect stranger, and their connection is immediate.
But neither Declan nor Juliet knows that they're not
actually strangers. When life at school interferes with
their secret life of letters, sparks will fly as Juliet and
Declan discover truths that might tear them apart.

Breathless
Welcome to the world of fire magi, where what
doesn't kill you (literally) makes you stronger.
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Ashlords
Earth. Fire. Air. Water. Four powerful elements. But
who is in control? The third thrilling book in the
stunning Elementals series.

Thicker Than Water
He plays with fire. She's been burned before. Are they
a perfect match? Gabriel Merrick plays with fire.
Sometimes he can even control it. Sometimes. Gabriel
has always had his brothers to rely on, especially his
twin, Nick. But when an arsonist starts wreaking
havoc on their town, all the signs point to Gabriel.
Layne wants to help him. She understands family
problems, and she understands secrets. She has a
few of her own. Gabriel can't let her guess about his
brothers, about his abilities, about the danger that's
right at his heels. But there are some risks he can't
help taking. The fuse is lit

What Really Happened in Peru
"The series that YA fans have been waiting for."
--Nocturne Reads Too many secrets. Not enough time.
Nick Merrick is supposed to be the level-headed one.
The peacemaker. Since it's just him and his three
hotheaded brothers against the world, that's a
survival tactic. But now he's got problems even his
brothers can't help him survive. His so-called
girlfriend, Quinn, is going quick as mercury from
daring to crazy. Meanwhile, Quinn's dancer friend
Adam is throwing Nick off balance, forcing him to
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recognize a truth he'd rather shove back into the
dark. He can feel it--the atmosphere is sizzling.
Danger is on the way. But whatever happens next,
Nick is starting to find out--sometimes nothing you do
can keep the peace. Praise for Brigid Kemmerer and
The Elemental Series "Magic, suspense, and enough
twists to keep you reading until sunrise. An incredible
start to the series!" --Award winning author Erica
O'Rourke "A refreshingly human paranormal romance.
. . Read fast and keep that heart rate up." --Kirkus
Reviews on Storm 14,598 Words

Storm: Elementals 1
Earth. Fire. Air. Water. Nowhere is safe. Not even
home The fourth book in the thrilling Elementals
series.

Letters to the Lost
Merit has been a vampire for only a short while, but
she’s already seen a lifetime’s worth of trouble. She
and her Master, centuries-old Ethan Sullivan, have
risked their lives time and again to save the city they
love. But not all of Chicago is loving them back. Antivampire riots are erupting all over town, striking
vampires where it hurts the most. A splinter group
armed with Molotov cocktails and deep-seated hate is
intent on clearing the fanged from the Windy City
come hell or high water. Merit and her allies rush to
figure out who’s behind the attacks, who will be
targeted next, and whether there’s any way to stop
the wanton destruction. The battle for Chicago is just
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beginning, and Merit is running out of time.

A Heart So Fierce and Broken
Fans of The Mortal Instruments and The Infernal
Devices know that Magnus Bane is banned from
Peru—and now they can find out why. One of ten
adventures in The Bane Chronicles. There are good
reasons Peru is off-limits to Magnus Bane. Follow
Magnus’s Peruvian escapades as he drags his fellow
warlocks Ragnor Fell and Catarina Loss into trouble,
learns several instruments (which he plays
shockingly), dances (which he does shockingly), and
disgraces his host nation by doing something
unspeakable to the Nazca Lines. This standalone eonly short story illuminates the life of the enigmatic
Magnus Bane, whose alluring personality populates
the pages of the #1 New York Times bestselling series
The Mortal Instruments and The Infernal Devices. This
story in The Bane Chronicles, What Really Happened
in Peru, is written by Cassandra Clare and Sarah Rees
Brennan.

Deadly Thorns
HALF-BLOOD is the unputdownable first book in the
acclaimed Covenant series from #1 New York Times
bestselling Jennifer L. Armentrout. This special
paperback edition also includes the prequel novella
DAIMON. The Hematoi descend from the unions of
gods and mortals, and the children of two Hematoi pure-bloods - have godlike powers. Children of
Hematoi and mortals - well, not so much. Half-bloods
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only have two options: become trained Sentinels who
hunt and kill daimons or become servants in the
homes of the pures. Seventeen-year-old Alexandria
would rather risk her life fighting than waste it
scrubbing toilets, but she may end up slumming it
anyway. There are several rules that students at the
Covenant must follow. Alex has problems with them
all, but especially rule #1: Relationships between
pures and halfs are forbidden. Unfortunately, she's
crushing hard on the totally hot pure-blood Aiden. But
falling for Aiden isn't her biggest problem - staying
alive long enough to graduate the Covenant and
become a Sentinel is. If she fails in her duty, she faces
a future worse than death or slavery: being turned
into a daimon, and being hunted by Aiden. And that
would kind of suck.

A Curse So Dark and Lonely
Ethan Sutcliff seems like a normal seventeen-yearold—at least that's what he's trying to portray. In a
secret society run by the Supernaturals, Ethan is what
witches call a Bender. Benders are Witches'
Guardians, who are able to control a witches' ability,
bend it, or move it away from harming humans. In
Ethan's case, he is able to bend the Earth element.
But at the age of fifteen, he lost all connection to it,
and the reasons behind it could only mean one of two
things: His Wielder is either dead, or hiding out
somewhere. Alex Burgendorf has been living in her
aunt's locket for the past sixteen years with her
mother—a Fire Wielder, and her father—a Water
Wielder. For sixteen years, her parents vowed to
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protect her, and they have, as she is the last Earth
wielding witch. However, time is running out. Alex
must find her Bender, or the fate of the Supernaturals
might be at stake

Elementals
Kingdoms will clash. Choose your side. The incredible
conclusion to New York Times bestselling author
Brigid Kemmerer's Cursebreaker series. Face your
fears, fight the battle. Emberfall is crumbling fast,
torn between those who believe Rhen is the rightful
prince and those who are eager to begin a new era
under Grey, the true heir. Grey has agreed to wait two
months before attacking Emberfall, and in that time,
Rhen has turned away from everyone--even Harper,
as she desperately tries to help him find a path to
peace. Fight the battle, save the kingdom. Meanwhile,
Lia Mara struggles to rule Syhl Shallow with a gentler
hand than her mother. But after enjoying decades of
peace once magic was driven out of their lands, some
of her subjects are angry Lia Mara has an enchanted
prince and a magical scraver by her side. As Grey's
deadline draws nearer, Lia Mara questions if she can
be the queen her country needs. As the two kingdoms
come closer to conflict, loyalties are tested, love is
threatened, and an old enemy resurfaces who could
destroy them all, in this stunning conclusion to
bestselling author Brigid Kemmerer's Cursebreaker
series.

Spark
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Fans of Maggie Stiefvater and the hit television show
True Blood will flock to this first book in the
supernatural mystery series set in a town where
werewolves live in plain sight. Mackenzie Dobson's life
has been turned upside down since she vowed to
hunt her best friend Amy's killer: a white werewolf.
Lupine syndrome—also known as the werewolf
virus—is on the rise across the country, and bloodlust
is not easy to control. But it soon becomes clear that
dangerous secrets are lurking in the shadows of
Hemlock, Mac's hometown—and she is thrown into a
maelstrom of violence and betrayal that puts her in
grave danger. Kathleen Peacock's thrilling debut
novel provides readers with a mystery that Kimberly
Derting, author of The Body Finder, calls "clever and
frightening," while Sophie Jordan, New York Times
bestselling author of Firelight, raves: "Forget every
werewolf book you've ever read. This one breaks the
mold."

Secret: Elementals 4
"After fourteen-year-old Eden is raped by her
brother's best friend, she knows she'll never be the
way she used to be"--

Love Is Hell
Hunter Garrity just wants to be left alone. He’s
learned the hard way that his unusual abilities come
at a price. And he can’t seem to afford any allies. He’s
up to his neck in hostiles. His grandfather, spoiling for
a fight. The Merrick brothers, who think he ratted
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them out. Calla, the scheming psycho who wants to
use him as bait. Then there’s Kate Sullivan, the new
girl at school. She’s not hostile. She’s bold. Funny.
Hot. But she’s got an agenda, too. With supposedly
secret powers rippling to the surface everywhere
around him, Hunter knows something ugly is about to
go down. But finding out what means he’ll have to
find someone he can trust
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